The Power of Odyssey
Odyssey is a comprehensive Digital Automation Platform that ties together
your organization’s existing IT infrastructure, as well as new applications
you may want to introduce, to achieve savings in time and resources.

DIVERSE POWERS FOR DIVERSE
SOLUTIONS
Odyssey automates such diverse activities as:
change management; knowledge
management; automated disaster recovery;
security, control and auditing; compliance,
governance and reporting; build and
deployment management. Whether deploying
configuration changes to a thousand servers or
simplifying the paperwork, Odyssey helps you get
to your solution more quickly and economically
than custom application development.
Customers in such diverse areas as finance and
banking, energy and utilities, pharmaceutical
and healthcare, manufacturing,
telecommunications, both in the private and
public sectors have benefited from Odyssey’s
power.
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ODYSSEY INTEGRATION & NO-CODE SOLUTIONS
Unleash the Power of Plug-Ins for the Worlds of Information Technology and Business Solutions.
Odyssey’s Task Agent technology plug-ins internalize the complexity of interfacing with external
systems when automating workflows or creating new integration points. The Task Agents present the
configuration options and variables as drop-down menus, checkboxes, and simple fields. The project
editors avoid all of the work of deciphering the calls to third-party REST APIs, the syntax of executable
command-line options, or the complexity of process calls.
With over 350 Task Agents supporting over 4000 function integrations for the OS, database, and
application layers, your organization does not have to overhaul your entire IT environment to see the
benefits of digital automation. If Odyssey does not yet support your application, it generally takes
two weeks to build a new integration point with Odyssey’s Automated Task Agent Generator.
All of Odyssey’s power comes together into faster implementations and better re-use of the systems
you already have and trust, in a package that reduces the number of domain-experts needed to
deliver excellence. That is the way no-code solutions should work.

SUCCESS STORIES
One of the largest Oil & Gas Companies has 108,000 people leveraging 124,000 applications in 36
countries. They use Odyssey to integrate Cyber Security, Identity Management, DevOps, Change
Management (IT, business and supply change management), and vital ERP systems.
A large bank started using Odyssey to support DevOps, but has since expanded its use across the
enterprise. Now they use it to provision environments (cloud, mainframe, etc.), manage their ATM
network, and integrate data from various and disparate platforms to source data lakes.

Would you like to know more about how the power of Odyssey will benefit you?
Contact us today: odysseysales@pantheon-inc.com.
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Global Locations
USA Reston, VA; Houston, TX; Birmingham, AL • Brazil Curitiba, PR •
Hungary Budapest • Malaysia Selangor • Thailand Bangkok • Singapore •
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